The main purpose of our research was to generate the bullet time of dynamically moving subjects in 3D space or multiple shots of subjects within 3D space. In addition, we wanted to create a practical and generic bullet time system that required less time for advance preparation and generated bullet time in semi-real time after subjects had been captured that enabled sports broadcasting to be replayed. We developed a multi-viewpoint robotic camera system to achieve our purpose. A cameraman controls multiviewpoint robotic cameras to simultaneously focus on subjects in 3D space in our system, and captures multi-viewpoint videos. Bullet time is generated from these videos in semi-real time by correcting directional control errors due to operating errors by the cameraman or mechanical control errors by robotic cameras using directional control of virtual cameras based on projective transformation. The experimental results revealed our system was able to generate bullet time for a dynamically moving player in 3D space or multiple shots of players within 3D space in volleyball, gymnastics, and basketball in just about a minute. System preparation in calibrating the cameras in advance was finished in just about five minutes. Our system was utilized in the "ISU Grand Prix of Figure Skating 2013/2014, NHK Trophy" live sports program in November 2013. The bullet time of a dynamically moving skater on a large skating rink was generated in semi-real time using our system and broadcast in a replay just after the competition. Thus, we confirmed our bullet time system was more practical and generic.
INTRODUCTION
Bullet time has been utilized in various media in recent years. Bullet time is a visual effect where the viewpoint moves around frozen or slow motion subjects by capturing them with synchronous multi-viewpoint cameras and switching captured videos along a sequence of cameras. Bullet time is called time slicing or machinegun shooting and has been utilized for sports broadcasting, movies, commercials, and music videos.
The 1999 movie "Matrix" featured actors dodging bullets using bullet time. Multiple cameras were placed around actors circumferentially and multi-viewpoint videos were shot simultaneously. Bullet time was generated by switching the videos along a sequence of cameras. Replay technology companies have developed "freeD" [1] , which can capture important scenes in sports clearly in bullet time. For example, assessments of whether a baseball cross play on home base is safe or out can be captured clearly in bullet time. Subjects in "freeD" are captured by multiple cameras and reconstructed into 3D shapes. "freeD" achieves bullet time viewpoints that change smoothly by using the 3D shape data from subjects. Kanade et al. [2] [3] developed "Eye Vision" in 2001, which generated the bullet time of dynamically moving American football players. Multiple pan-tilt robotic cameras were controlled in "Eye Vision" to focus on subjects simultaneously and capture multi-viewpoint images of them. Bullet time was generated by switching these multiviewpoint images. Research on free view-point video with a focus on sports has also been addressed in connection with bullet time. Free view-point video allows viewer to interactively watch sports scenes from arbitrary view-points. Ohta et al. [4] and Inamoto and Saito [5] [6] implemented a free view-point video system of soccer using a billboard, which was on a single plane and had a live video texture extracted from multiple cameras. The system did not generate complex 3D models to reduce computational cost. However, Grau et al. [7] and Hilton et al. [8] implemented a free view-point video system using 3D models generated from multiviewpoint videos and achieved high levels of visual quality. Germann et al. [9] interpolated intermediate views from two camera views for rendering novel viewpoints of players in sports matches.
It is difficult for the "Matrix" bullet time system and "freeD" to capture multi-viewpoint images of dynamic moving subjects or multiple shots of subjects within a wide area by using fixed multiple cameras (Figure 1(a) ). Although "Eye Vision" solves the problem by using multiple pan-tilt robotic cameras, it can only capture subjects on a virtual 2D field users have arranged in advance ( Figure 1(b) ). This is because robotic methods of camera control utilize a restraint condition where subjects are always on the virtual 2D field. Therefore, multiple pan-tilt robotic cameras are placed high above sports stadiums to capture subjects on fields that have been established as virtual 2D fields. Although these cameras can capture subjects on the field by looking down, they cannot capture subjects in 3D space that is located far from the field. "Eye Vision" also has a major problem in that it takes too long to calibrate cameras in advance. When Eye vision was utilized in Japanese baseball broadcasting in 2001, it was reported that camera calibration took four days. Fixed multiple cameras have been utilized in research on free viewpoint video to capture multi-viewpoint images. Therefore, there is a problem where the resolution of subjects is limited because a wide angle is required to capture all content.
The main purpose of our research was to generate the bullet time of dynamically moving subjects in 3D space or multiple shots of subjects within 3D space (Figure 1(c) ). In addition, we wanted to create a practical and generic bullet time system that required less time for advance preparation and generated bullet time in semireal time after subjects had been captured that enabled sports broadcasting to be replayed. There were three requirements to achieve our purpose.
1.
Control multiple cameras to simultaneously and accurately focus on dynamically moving subjects in 3D space to generate bullet time viewpoints that change smoothly.
2.
Generate the bullet time of playing scenes in processing time where bullet time can be utilized for replays of scenes in live sports broadcasting.
3.
Quickly finish advance preparation for camera calibration.
We developed a multi-viewpoint robotic camera system to achieve our purpose. A cameraman controls multi-viewpoint robotic cameras to simultaneously focus on subjects in 3D space in our system, and captures multi-viewpoint videos ( Figure 2 ). Bullet time is generated from these videos in semi-real time by correcting directional control errors due to operating errors by the cameraman or mechanical control errors by robotic cameras using directional control of virtual cameras based on projective transformation. The experimental results revealed our system was able to generate bullet time for a dynamically moving player in 3D space or multiple shots of players within 3D space in volleyball, gymnastics, and basketball in just about a minute. System preparation in calibrating the cameras in advance was finished in just about five minutes. Our system was utilized in the live sports program of figure skating. The bullet time of a dynamically moving skater on a large skating rink was generated in semi-real time using our system and broadcast in a replay just after the competition. Thus, we confirmed our bullet time system was more practical and generic than previous bullet time systems.
We present our system in this paper. We first explain the proposed method (Section 2). Then we describe the system (Section 3). The experiment and discussion are presented in Sections 4 and 5. Finally, we summarize the results obtained using our system and briefly touch on future work. 
PROPOSED METHOD
A multi-viewpoint robotic camera system generates bullet time by using both "directional control of mechanical cameras" and "directional control of virtual cameras". Directional control of mechanical cameras captures multi-viewpoint videos by controlling multiple robotic cameras that have pan, tilt and zoom functions to simultaneously focus on subjects in 3D space due to operations by the cameraman (Figure 3(a) ). Directional control of virtual cameras corrects directional control errors due to operating errors by the cameraman or mechanically controls errors by robotic cameras using projective transformation (Figure 3(b) ).
Directional Control of Mechanical Cameras

Setting for Robotic Cameras
The area for capturing subjects is determined by considering where they will be and where they will be moving. Multiviewpoint robotic cameras are placed linearly or in an arc to surround the area of capture. The two optical axes of both end cameras in the setting cross in the center of the capture area at an angular viewpoint that moves around subjects in bullet time. The distance between the cameras and a subject does not need to be the same because the subject size in the image is corrected and equalized by the directional control of virtual cameras, as will be explained later.
Initial Camera Calibration
All robotic cameras are defined Cam n 1 n N , where n is the camera number, and N is the number of cameras. All robotic camera directions are manually controlled to capture multiviewpoint images of the same appropriate subject in the area of capture. Camera parameters (rotation matrix R 0n and translation vector t 0n ) and encoder values (pan P 0n and tilt T 0n ) of Cam n are obtained with a method of weak camera calibration [10] . Natural feature points in multi-viewpoint images are utilized for calibration with this method. No calibration objects are needed. Conversion from world coordinate x to camera coordinate x n of Cam n is defined as:
(1)
Cooperative Control of Robotic Cameras
Figure 3(a) summarizes cooperative control of the robotic cameras. All robotic cameras are cooperatively controlled to constantly follow a gaze point in 3D space. A cameraman can fix the gaze point at an arbitrary position in 3D space by operating the master camera and can capture multi-viewpoint images of subjects by fixing the gaze point on the subject position.
First, master camera Cam M is selected from cameras, and robotic cameras except for Cam M are defined as slave cameras. Gaze point g is fixed on optical axis o M of the master camera. o M is calculated from Equations (2), (3), and (4).
P M and T M are the pan and tilt encoder values of the master camera. g is calculated with Equation (5). (5) D is the depth value in Equation (5). Depth is the distance between the master camera and the gaze point. The gaze point moves along an optical axis by continuously increasing and decreasing the depth. The cameraman can control the optical direction by panning and tilting the master camera and the gaze point position on the optical axis by changing the depth. The depth is proportionally increased or decreased according to the operating amount of depth in the operating device; it is difficult to intuitively operate the depth. This is because when the gaze point is near the master camera, the control angle of a slave camera that is following the gaze point changes dynamically, as seen in Figure  4 (a). However, when the gaze point is far from the master camera, the control angle of the slave camera hardly changes, as shown in Figure 4 (a). As a result, depth is operated according to Equation (6) . (6) A slave camera is selected from slave cameras to operate depth according to Equation (6), as Figure 4 (b) shows. The B in Equation (6) is the distance between the master camera and the selected slave camera, where θ is the range of directional control of the selected slave camera, which is the width between the angle when the direction of the selected slave camera is controlled toward the position of the master camera and the angle when the direction of the selected slave camera is controlled to be the same as the optical axis of the master camera. d is the value of depth of the operating device, and d max is the maximum value of the device. The directional angles of the slave cameras are proportionally increased or decreased according to the operating amount of depth by the operating device by using Equation (6). Therefore, it is possible to intuitively control depth. The directions of all slave camera are controlled to focus on the gaze point. Vector o n toward g from all cameras is calculated with Equation (7). (7) The angles (pan P n and tilt T n ) to control cameras that focus on the gaze point are calculated with Equations (8), (9) , and (10). (a) When the depth is not correct.
(b) When the depth is correct.
All camera directions are controlled by P n and T n to focus on the gaze point.
A camera man captures a subject by panning and tilting the master camera to fix the gaze point on a subject's position and capture multi-viewpoint videos. The gaze point moves along an optical axis to reach the position of the subject according to depth operation. The cameraman operates depth while looking to capture the videos of both the master camera and at least one slave camera. The cameraman can determine whether the depth is correct according to the subject's position in the video captured by the slave camera. For example, when the depth is not correct, the subject is at the center of the video captured by the master camera; however, he/she is not at the center of the video captured by the slave camera ( Figure 5(a) ). When the depth is correct, on the other hand, the subject is at center in the videos of both the master and slave cameras ( Figure 5(b) ). The cameraman can determine whether the depth is correct. 
Directional Control of Virtual Cameras
Time and Subject Decisions of Bullet Time
Camera Calibration
Camera parameters (rotation matrix R' 0n , translation vector t' 0n , and focal length f 0n ) are obtained with a method of weak camera calibration [10] 
Here, ω is the image distance, f 0n is the focal length of Cam n , and (C x , C y ) is the image center.
Projective Transformation
A gaze point is re-set on the subject position selected in Subsection 2.2.1. All camera directions are re-controlled virtually to focus on g' using projective transformation. g' is calculated with Equations (14), (15), and (16).
(15)
S nij represents the i row and j column elements of S n , and M + is the generalized inverse of M. When the camera direction is controlled virtually, the vertical axis to the ground is calculated to keep the camera horizontal to the ground. The vertical axis is calculated by using the outer product of the tilt axis of any two cameras, Cam s and Cam t , because the tilt axis of a pan/tilt robotic camera is horizontal to the ground. The vertical axis is calculated with Equations (17) and (18).
The rotation matrix when the camera direction is controlled to virtually focus on g' is calculated with Equations (19), (20), (21), and (22).
(20) (21)
The e nx , e ny , and e nz are the tilt, pan, and roll axis of each camera. When the camera direction is virtually controlled to focus on g', the subject size of all cameras is equalized to the subject size of the master camera, Cam M . A' n is calculated by rectifying each camera's focal length according to the distance between the camera and gaze point by using Equations (23) and (24).
(23)
Here, k is the zoom rate after projective transformation. Projective transformation is carried out on the videos of all cameras to virtually control the camera direction toward g' by using Equations (25) and (26). The u n and v n are the image coordinates of a pixel before projective transformation, u' n and v' n are the image coordinates of a pixel after projective transformation.
(25)
Bullet Time Video Generation
Bullet time video is generated by editing projective transformation images. Figure 6 summarizes the editing method. Bullet time video is generated by replaying projective transformation images along the camera pass in Figure 6 . All images on the camera pass are projectively transformed and images from Cam1 are replayed. When the replay frame reaches bullet time frame F selected in Subsection 2.2.1, images are replayed from Cam1 to CamN. Finally, images from CamN are replayed. 
SYSTEM
A multi-viewpoint robotic camera system mainly consists of multi-viewpoint robotic cameras (Figure 7 ), an operation interface (Figure 8) , and a bullet time processor (Figure 9 ). Multi-viewpoint robotic cameras are multiple robotic cameras that have small high-definition (HD) cameras mounted on an electric dynamic pan-tilt platform and have a board computer. The pan, tilt, zoom, focus and iris can be remotely controlled by external signals. A servo motor was introduced to accurately control the camera direction. Nine robotic cameras have recently been equipped. The operation interface can control the pan, tilt, depth of the master camera and the zoom of all cameras and is an operation interface for virtual reality modified for our system. Depth is operated by focus demand. Focus is automatically controlled by depth. Therefore, multi-viewpoint robotic cameras can be operated by cameramen in almost the same way as ordinary TV cameras. The bullet time processor device is a workstation that generates bullet time video by controlling the direction of virtual cameras to capture videos obtained from recorders. The bullet time processor device has software that encourages quick user operation (time and subject decisions in bullet time) and a GPU for high speed projective transformation to generate bullet time videos in semireal time. The software can freely change the direction of viewpoints in bullet time, change the replay speed, and change the digital zoom rate at any time for any reason. 
EXPERIMENT 4.1 Bullet Time Generation of Sports Scene
We captured a dynamically moving player in 3D space and multiple shots of players within 3D space in a volleyball game and generated bullet time videos to evaluate the performance of our system. Nine robotic cameras were placed in a 90 degree arc, as shown in Figure 11 . The distance between cameras and subjects was about 11 m, and the distance between neighboring cameras was 2.3 m. Figure 12 shows the generated bullet time videos. We also performed an experiment under similar conditions using subjects doing gymnastics and playing basketball and generated bullet time videos. The bullet time videos are shown in Figure 13 , 14.The experimental results revealed that our system could generate the bullet time of a dynamically moving player in 3D space or multiple shots of players within 3D space from a volleyball game in just about a minute. System preparation in calibrating the cameras in advance was finished in just about five minutes. We were also similarly able to generate the bullet time of subjects doing gymnastics and playing basketball. 
Utilize System for Broadcasting
Our system was utilized in the "ISU Grand Prix of Figure Nine robotic cameras were placed on the seats of sports fans in a line, as shown in Figure 15 . The distance between cameras and subjects was about 30 m, and the distance between neighboring cameras was 2 m. The bullet time of a dynamically moving skater on a large skating rink was generated in semi-real time using our system and broadcast in a replay just after the competition , as shown in Figure 16 . The take-off pose, aerial pose, and landing pose in a skate jump were clearly captured for viewers in bullet time. 
DISCUSSION
The main purpose of our research was to generate the bullet time of dynamically moving subjects in 3D space or multiple shots of subjects within 3D space. In addition, we wanted to create a practical and generic bullet time system that required less time for advance preparation and generated bullet time in semi-real time after subjects had been captured that enabled sports broadcasting to be replayed. There were three requirements to achieve our purpose aforementioned.
We evaluated whether our system could satisfy the first requirement cited in Section 1. Requirement 1 was to simultaneously and accurately control multiple cameras that focused on dynamically moving subjects in 3D space to generate bullet time viewpoints that changed smoothly. Our system made it possible to accurately control the directions of multi-viewpoint cameras to focus on dynamically moving subjects in 3D space and capture multiple shots of them within 3D space in volleyball, gymnastics, basketball, and figure skating by both mechanically controlling the camera direction and virtually controlling the camera direction of multi-viewpoint robotic cameras. We measured the Euclidian distance between a gaze point and the center of the images in a bullet time scene to evaluate the accuracy with which the camera direction could be controlled, as shown in Figure 12 . The average Euclidian distance of nine camera images was 1.4 pixels. This error in the control of the camera direction did not affect the generation of bullet time. Our system made it possible to accurately control the camera direction. Our system satisfied Requirement 1. Requirement 2 was to generate the bullet time of a playing scene in processing time where the bullet time could be utilized to replay the scene during live sports broadcasting. Our system made it possible to generate bullet time in just about a minute after capture had finished. The bullet time was utilized for replay just after competition had finished in the live sports program of figure skating. Our system satisfied requirement 2. Requirement 3 was to finish preparation of camera calibration in advance in a short time. Our system made it possible to finish system preparation to calibrate cameras in advance in just about five minutes. Our system satisfied Requirement 3. We confirmed that our system satisfied all three requirements.
We compared the technology of our system with previous technologies. The bullet time systems of the movie "Matrix" and "freeD" made it difficult to capture dynamically moving subjects in large spaces or capture multiple shots of subjects within large spaces. Although "Eye Vision" solved the problem, it could only capture subjects on a virtual 2D field user arranged in advance. Our system, on the other hand, made it possible to capture dynamically moving subjects in 3D space or capture multiple shots of players within 3D space and it solved the problems with previous technologies. Therefore, our system was able to achieve the bullet time of aerially dynamic moving players in volleyball and gymnastics by following them with pan and zoom shots. "Eye Vision" also has the problem in that it takes too long to calibrate cameras during advance preparation. When "Eye Vision" was utilized in Japanese baseball broadcasting in 2001, it was reported that camera calibration took four days. However, our system made it possible to finish system preparation in calibrating cameras in advance in just about five minutes and it solved the problem "Eye Vision" has. Thus, we confirmed our bullet time system was more practical and generic than previous bullet time systems. Fixed multiple cameras were utilized to capture multi-viewpoint images in the research on free viewpoint video. Therefore, there is a problem where the resolution of subjects is limited because a wide angle is required to capture all content. Our system is able to solve this problem by allowing operators to capture the region of interest with an appropriate viewing angle using multi-view point robotic cameras.
CONCLUSION
We developed a multi-viewpoint robotic camera system to achieve our purpose. A cameraman controls multi-viewpoint robotic cameras to simultaneously focus on subjects in 3D space in our system, and captures multi-viewpoint videos. Bullet time is generated from these videos in semi-real time by correcting directional control errors due to operating errors by the cameraman or mechanical control errors by robotic cameras using directional control of virtual cameras based on projective transformation. The experimental results revealed our system was able to generate bullet time for a dynamically moving player in 3D space or multiple shots of players within 3D space in volleyball, gymnastics, and basketball in just about a minute. System preparation in calibrating the cameras in advance was finished in just about five minutes. Our system was utilized in the live sports program of figure skating. The bullet time of a dynamically moving skater on a large skating rink was generated in semi-real time using our system and broadcast in a replay just after the competition. As a result, we confirmed our system was able to achieve the bullet time of dynamically moving subjects in 3D space or multiple shots of players within 3D space. In addition, our system took a short time in advance preparation and generated bullet time in semi-real time after capture had been completed. Thus, we confirmed our bullet time system was more practical and generic than previous bullet time systems.
We intend to develop a system that can generate higher quality bullet time in the future. We therefore intend to introduce 8K, which have higher resolution and higher frame rates than high vision cameras, to multi-viewpoint robotic camera systems. We also intend to generate bullet time in which viewpoints are changed smoothly by generating interpolation videos between the viewpoints of multi-viewpoint cameras. We aim to utilize the bullet time system for the Tokyo Olympics in 2020.
